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fast recovery dynamic algorithm building as the
conventional pattern of loop avoidance bridging policy
named as Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) that causes a
particular problem to arise. STP operates on the Root Bridge
selection mechanism by selecting the bridge id of the oldest
switch by default. It introduces the requirement to manually
update the Root Bridge and reduces the priority. It creates
delay and reduction in the transmission rate of the data
towards the destination that is necessary for reliable
networks.
The Open Networking Operating System (ONOS)
provides the approach for improved performance and low
latency rate transmission [7]. ONOS modified the network
state into a network view. A brief study has been conducted
in [8] for SDN switch platform that it requires to enable
users to develop software and service flexibility. The [9]
discusses the current alternatives for implementation and
testing of SDN-based protocols and services. In [10] central
controller architecture has been redesigned in order to make
the controllers and network resilient to failures and
eliminate fate-sharing relationships. The Optimization has
been done in automatizing the failure recovery within the
SDN environment [11] where the controller is in
observation mode before the occurrence of failure. The [12]
presents a starting point towards the availability of SDNs
and emphasize upon the high availability during network
failures. The [13] provides a service restoration over an end
to end SDN for PON and for fast traffic recovery and
demonstration of PON services. However, a scalable and
broad approach is required to provide fault tolerance at
faster rate.
In this paper, a fault tolerant solution for autonomous
failure recovery has been implemented with Open Flow
protocol capable of recovering from a link failure using an
alternative path. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the
implemented mechanisms by emulating undirected mesh
topology. The MST algorithm through redundant links
provides a shortest path with reduced convergence delay and
offers more efficient bandwidth with an optimum path
without shutting down any links. This gives faster
transmission of data with immense fault tolerance creating a
better approach of migration within the network.
The paper is structured as follows: section II explains the
proposed architecture depicting the flow within the network
and its maintenance between the switches and the central
control unit with the provision of policy implementation.
The Section III shows the implementation of loop avoidance
algorithm using Pox controller and the section IV concludes
the paper by discussing the simulation results.

Abstract—In this paper, an implementation of an end to
end fault tolerant solution for Dynamic traffic recovery has
been performed using a centralized controller. SDN develops
programmability within a network by providing flexibility
towards innovation with variant policy implementation, as
vendor specific policy building restricts dynamic application
building. The Minimum Spanning Tree (shortest path
algorithm) has been implemented providing resolution for loop
confrontation and reduction in convergence delays with faster
transmission towards the destination. The algorithm not only
maintains loop avoidance procedure within a recovery time of
48 to 60 msbut provides fault tolerance at a faster rate for the
provision of an alternative route in case of link failure.
Keywords— ONOS; Open V switch; Root bridge; SDN; STP;

I.

INTRODUCTION

I

Nrecent years, a drastic advancement has been observed
in the Software defined Networks (SDN), introduced by
the concept of decoupled planes [1]. SDN Architecture
decoupled the control and data plane by the provision of
communication between the forwarding elements and the
centralized control unit through open flow protocol. The
centralized network controlling mechanism in SDN that is
capable of orchestrating traffic management through
integrating low-level forwarding policies into switches has
replaced the traditional distributed computing [2].
Network operators to provide reliable and real time
communication services are considering failure management
as a fundamental tool. To overcome the failures of network
components the integration of failover mechanism with
networks [3] is being considered. The progression within the
technology has taken a higher level since the development
of tagged packets. The tagged packets involve the creation
of detecting nodes for failure recovery and the purpose of
retransmission [4]. The larger and complex networks
operating through bridging policy building within a software
defined network provides the opportunity to work on more
efficient and diversified patterns.
The SDN technology have worked in maintaining
mechanisms for fault tolerance [5] in case of a link failure
by reducing the convergence time and provision of
reduction in transmission time from the source towards the
destination. The path restoration within a network by end to
end path provisioning [6] is the main concern and SDN is
capable to provide the platform to bring diverse policies and
flow table entry modification within the Open V switches
maintained by a virtual environment.
Open Flow technology introduces the implementation of
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A. Path Restoration:
The provision of alternate redundant paths within a
network as further mentioned in [15] is formulated to
overcome the problem of disconnection of communication
between end to end switching nodes. Therefore, for efficient
path restoration an optimum algorithm building within the
network has been initialized so that latency and convergence
delays could be minimized. The communication between
network interface controller and the switches has been
shown in Fig. 2 in order to explain the signaling of Open V
switches in case of a failure. The proposed Architecture
provides the platform for faster recovery in time duration of
within one or two seconds. The implementation of proposed
MST Protocol maintains a reliable restoration of links in
case of a failure.

The Architecture is composed of de-coupled planes as in
[14] comprising of a control and data element. The
centralized controller performs the role of monitoring over
the programmed Open V switches. The virtual environment
is maintained by Mininet Emulator through a 6633 TCP port
that is utilized for the Open flow traffic. The architecture is
based upon two interfaces known as the upperbound
interface and the lower bound interface. We have
implemented the lower bound interface by the provision of
network connectivity between the switching nodes and the
controller through an Open Flow interface.
In Fig. 1 the controller is layered into three major aspects
regarding the process that is being followedduring the
implementation of within the switches is provided when a
request is being decision making for the conduction of end
to end data provisioning. In this process the controller is
working in a reactive manner as the path along with the flow
table entries maintenance generated for a communication
path by the switch.
The switching fabric is maintained by developing a
communication link with the controller and all the flow
modification is provided on the basis of the encapsulated
request sent by the data forwarding elements. Their further
actions are established within the network flow on this basis.
The network has been formulated in a mesh topology with
the provision of redundant links for failure recovery and to
ensure fault tolerance in the network. The decoupled plane
architecture has introduced the creation of parallel
integrated systems by providing a centralized view for
higher level configuration. The unequal path formation of
the implemented topology has been maintained to represent
efficient decision making and policy building within the
switching nodes with lesser amount of computation being
performed at the nodes.

B. Shortest Path Routing:
The routes are being maintained on the basis of the
minimum path cost towards the destination. The calculation
of MST commonly known as spanning tree of minimal cost
is utilized as a failure recovery algorithm. The topology that
has been maintained within a data center in the formation of
a switching fabric requires faster deployment of policy
building along with minimum delay routes to create an
efficient controlled environment. The path is not being
maintained by the controller after the topology discovery of
the network links but is defined on the encapsulated request
being generated by the switching node towards the
destination. The readings accumulated in Fig. 3 represent
the calculated throughput along with the bandwidth that is
being utilized between two end hosts after a minimum path
has been discovered by the controller.

Fig. 2.Signaling of port down event.
Fig. 1.Controlled switch conceptual diagram.
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Fig. 5 Time duration statistics for link failure

During the Process if the path discovery introduces two
similar cost paths so the first discovered path would be
considered automatically until and unless that link is failed
so the other link would be brought up to maintain a
hindrance free end to end path connectivity.
The emulated topology structure maintained within the
Mininet emulator provides the flexibility for the deployment
of real time scenario policies with lesser complexity as
compared to physical switching node network. The
controller within this topology guides the path and maintains
the avoidance strategy. The Source switching node
initializes the request towards the destination which is
populated within the controller and flow table entries are
being initiated only along the selected path. The controller
calculates the optimum path within few milliseconds with
lesser amount of delays. The flow chart for optimum path
selection has been shown in Fig. 5 creating a clear view of
the entire process.

Fig. 3. Flow chart for optimal path selection

III. MINIMUM SPANNING TREE PATH SELECTION
The implemented mesh topology along with the formulated
loop structure is a problem that usually arises within the data
centers but the introduction of an efficient algorithm is the
purpose of Software Defined Networking. The Pox
controller that has been integrated with the network is
programmed in python scripts for building intelligent path
selection procedures.
The MST algorithm is based on the link metrics between
two end nodes and provides the shorter and higher
bandwidth route towards the destination. The algorithm is
represented within the Mininet Emulator Program with the
default standardization link metric of 10 Mbps.
The MST is different from the other various shortest path
algorithms as in Fig. 4 it calculates the minimum path cost
keeping in consideration all possible combinations of the
switching nodes. Focusing on the shortest path from the
source towards the destination without keeping in thought
the individual minimum link cost between two adjacent
switching nodes.

A. MST (Minimum Spanning Tree) Algorithm:
1. For each u in G: D[u] = 0; P[u] = ∞
2. D[source] = 0
3. While (Topology. Nodes > 0):
4. For each v in Topology. Nodes: remove (v)
5. For each u having adjacent v nodes:
6. If D[u] + weight < D[v];
7. D[v] = D[u] + weight;
8. P[v] = u;
The convergence time of an STP can take up to 50
seconds to move from blocking, listening, learning and then
to forwarding accordingly but in Fig. 6 the MST algorithm
provides the shortest route towards the destination in
duration of 48 to 60 milliseconds which would be
approximately 1 to 2 seconds. The algorithm first selects the
path and then compares it with the next one between the
other adjacent switching nodes and from them both the
shortest and the one with the higher bandwidth is selected.
In case of paths with same bandwidths, it selects the first
measured path as the best optimum route. This makes it
more suitable enough for the practical deployment of faster
switching network data centers.

Fig. 4 Path restoration algorithm time duration
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Fig. 7 Link discovery protocol analysis

Fig. 6 Initialized switching node connections

The principle of least hop count is being applied for all
the adjacent nodes starting from the source node. If there is
minimum distance from that node to the adjacent one then
this node would be stored in the database and like this all the
nodes to the destination having the least adjacent distance
would be considered and the entries would be populated
within that mentioned path that is being discovered.
The path restoration in case of multiple link failures and
their time duration by the implementation of MST algorithm
is shown in Fig. 7. This represents that the controller takes
the maximum time when all the shortest path routes are
failed and it needs to calculate an alternate path that is
considered as the longest amongst all so path calculation
totally depends on the route that needs to be calculated after
the link failure and not on the number of links that are failed
within the network.
Fig. 8 (a) Provision of shortest route between the end nodes, (b)
representation of source and destination. Mac and IP addresses, (c) Host
communication through MST algorithm

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Undirected graph topology having redundant paths
introduces a loop within the network. Switch connections in
the formation of a web have been presented along with end
to end data communication. The traffic recovery mechanism
utilizes the route for efficient path selection.
The simulated results provide a clear view that within 10
Mbit/sec links that are established within the network we are
having an estimate delay of 0.3 seconds for end to end
packet forwarding within a loop structured network of 10
switching nodes.
The simulated outcomes provide the open flow discovery
of the switches within the network and the connectivity of
the port ids creating a link between both of the switching
nodes. In Fig. 8 All the connected switches within the
topology are being discovered by the open flow discovery
protocol.

In Fig. 7 the links between both the adjacent switches are
being detected along with the port that is connecting both of
the switches while maintaining a link. The link detection is
followed by the link inclusion which is maintained every
time a new switch or a link is being initiated in the network.
In Fig.8 (a) the selected minimum cost path has been
displayed by the controller after inducing flow table entries
within the nodes selected for the route. Below are also
shown that the IP addresses of the destination hosts are
being populated within the controller by flooding the
packets on all the edge switches.
The packet description in Fig.8 (b) that is being
transferred from one end to another has also been provided
with source and destination mac addresses and IP addresses.
The host communication in Fig.8(c) provides end to end
connectivity. The ARP packets have been utilized in case of
not having the required mac address of the destination by
the destination host itself instead of flooding the packets
within the entire network, but all these policy building have
been conducted by the controller. In case of any link
failover between the switching nodes, traffic recovery and
path restoration is maintained for end to end data
provisioning.
The path performance is estimated on the basis of
bandwidth utilization and faster link selection between the
nodes while not letting the nodes other than the selected

TABLE 1 SIMULATION RESULTS
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path in the network to be occupied for any kind of service
and forwarding tasks.

[9]

V. CONCLUSION

[10]

In this paper we have demonstrated the decoupled
architecture of the Software Defined Networking by
implementing a shortest path bridging policy. The
policymaintains a route for faster communication taking
convergence time within a second as compared to the
conventional STP implementation. The implementation of
logical Open V switches within an emulator in a network
abstracts the switches into a logical unit, creating mapping
of the switches less complex than the physical switch. The
proposed controller not only transfers the traffic to the
calculated path but also performs the processing of packets
being conducted by the switches. The technology of
programmability within the network is evolving at a faster
pace. The networks have been enhancing along with their
complexity so a single controller would be considered as a
single point of failure and for the network failure
preservation the concept of a backup controller would be
considered. The proposed algorithm in SDN architecture
provides the implementation of failure detection presenting
a complete recovery solution from multiple fault domains.
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